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ROHR TREND ALERT!!

Dear Alert Service Subscriber,
This is an early critical short-term view in light of how the market is trading:
We were temporarily more circumspect Monday on the MARCH S&P 500 FUTURE due to the US
Martin Luther King Day holiday bringing some rest to highly volatile markets. That said, it did not
eliminate the current significant tension due to the market having dropped down to (and
temporarily slightly below) the very major 1,865-60 critical long-term trend support.
Whether it holds as regular trading (versus yesterday’s electronic only session) resumes will
be the key not just for the US, but other equities as well. As it happens, the weakness of the US
equities dropping to major trend support is matched by the FTSE and the NIKKEI, and is passingly
similar in weaker sister DAX. Of course, that only intensifies the decision by the relatively firmer US
markets.
As noted previous, there were... No Surprises!! Each of the previous MARCH S&P 500 FUTURE
slides below 1,975-70 congestion (during August and September) overran interim supports in the
1,960 and 1,930 areas to at least test the 1,900 area and sometimes fall well below it. And that is
what transpired on the way to 1,865-60.
Here’s the critical consideration today: Failing sharply Friday morning on weak energy and
commodities from the low end of 1,932-25 looked pretty bad well back below 1,900. In fact,
overnight trade also swinging below Thursday’s 1,872 low would seemed to indicate another
failure…
...except for one thing: MARCH S&P 500 FUTURE still has that more critical major trend
support in the 1,865-60 range. It is not only the late September pullback low, and a major Fibonacci
0.25 retracement (from the 1,068 October 2011 low to the highs.)
It is also the major weekly up channel support for the entire trend since the 666 cycle low in
March of 2009. As such, whether it enters an extended meltdown phase or sustain a rally will
be determined by what transpires from here.
For now, the gap higher this morning looks good, but the incremental supports above 1,86560 area are still down into the 1,890 and 1,880 areas.
If it fails below 1,865-60 instead, the next interim supports are the sharp selloff lows at 1,831
and 1,813, with next major support not until the 1,775-60 range.
[For those of you who are subscribers, see the latest Global View TrendView video analysis at
www.rohr-blog.com for more on that long term monthly chart channel trend support. It is
available to all Gold and Platinum echelon subscribers along with the Market Observations.]
NOTICE: The Rohr International, Inc. research team or its principals may already have entered
positions or have orders working based on this view.
Thanks for your interest.
This Current ROHR TREND ALERT!! will be available soon via the sidebar at www.rohrblog.com for Platinum echelon subscribers.
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